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Part I: Nourish  

Fructose 

When the fruit is picked 
from the tree too hastily  

sweetness never comes. 
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Strawberry Picking 

Baskets full of sweet, red hearts 
with green and white edges 
each creation unique from its friends 
yet equally as delicious. 
Flavours mingling, sweet, sour, strong 
as hands dive in  
and jaws revolve. 

Look at them all together 
look at them one by one 
there’s beauty in the placement of a pip. 

Appreciate. 
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Brew 

A tea cup overfilled,  
light brown liquid caresses cold, cream china and  
spills  
in muddy puddles over marbled kitchen tops.  
Slabs of stone sit cold under autumn morning sunlight,  
but warmed by the boiling streams the vessel of daybreak is unable to contain.  
Not all messes need wiping away.  
Unyielding passion creates the untidiest of minds  
and the over enthusiastic hand seen through sleep filled lenses reflects this fervour.  
Both incidents force eyelids to  
open  
wide  
and see the day for what it really is. 
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Part II: Fulfil 

Bliss 

Bliss in exhaustion 
of all energy consumed 

laughs, smiles, blushes. Fuck. 
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Tender 

Light touch of red on pink 
dry from misty cold  
Calm and considered each press, 
two forms in a fragile hold. 
An invitation in parting 
allow first muscle in. 
Slow, slow, now pull back 
and gentle forward lean. 
Sets of eyes put forth a question 
and lips offer up reply 
But knowledge learnt in silence 
Wordless, voiceless sighs. 

Rhythm interrupted by 
haphazard exploration 
of familiar landscapes. 
Fists formed in white-gold strands 
Fingers make hills from flesh 
Breaths caught between kisses 
as chins lift to the sky. 

No longer constrained by cotton and nylon 
Small hairs stand on end and touch tip to tip  
Fingertips makes advances deliciously close  
Now speech not with eyes but with bodies wide 
Vulnerability and trust do not co-exist. 

Now I have found you. 

Soft, slow caresses produce long, vocal sighs 
Your brow furrowed slightly  
And lips hesitant  
Uncertainly concealing, revealing your teeth 
One confident motion to bring us together 
Mouth now wide open and head to the side 
Teeth biting cotton 
Nails rip polyester 
I have to look up to look in your eyes 
Now in you and on you my tongue taste your hunger 
I hear your breath quicken, register change 
Each sound spurs me on, increases desire 
I want you I want you legs tensed and hips raised 
Your breath car- 
ries decibels 
And tremb- 
ling muscles 
Until 
Unt- 
il  
Un-  
til  
Th’  
Re- 
lease. 
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Raw 

Don’t kiss me like you love me, I want to taste the venom in your words 
As you chew on my lip. I want to feel the tension claw at my jeans, 
barely unable to snatch them off quick enough. 

Tongues deliciously tracing the textures of teeth. 
No kinks, no tenderness. 

I want to fuck. 

Push me up against the wall and push again and again until our bodies have entwined into carnal 
bliss. I want to scratch 
That itch the first boy left behind. 
Impulse. Impulse. Impulse. 
Pulses racing in perfect sync. The beat, the beat, the beat, beat beat and 
Slam our bodies hit the bed. Buoyancy means depth. 

And further, further you push yourself, you push on me and one two three and  
Death.  

Death of the passion shared generously between friends. 
Do not speak, do not let the sumptuous silence break the record scratches on my back that force lines 
to  
Repeat. 
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Knuckle Duster 

Intercepted motion of hand-form-into-fist with 
embrace. 
It signals comfort; love. 
Use of fistless limb to caress its counterpart of mine, 
but your thumb leaves sore skin on my knuckles. 
 
Affection to the naked eye causes blisters above bone. 
Interruption born of fear of your bruised and bumpy temples. 
Never letting myself discover the intended recipient; 
the green speckled iris of mine 
and not your own. 

Once again I feel a stroke from left to right 
right to left to right to left to left to left 
I hold four fingers tight to keep you from yourself. 
Tighter still to keep you from me. 
To keep me from knowing you. 

Still, your thumb leaves sore skin on my knuckles. 
right to left to right to right, left, left 
I cannot let go. 
Raised and red; a small price to pay to go unnoticed. 
Covered with a thumbnail, veiled in false affections. 

Winces and complaints produce no change. 
Rough, calloused prints abrasive on my skin. 
The way your hands have lived made them this way 
so I must 
endure. 

Prise fists from reddened temples, 
iron anger to civility. 
The devil looks a treat when dressed in Sunday best. 
Bruises are harder to conceal from loved ones, 
harder still to hide from myself. 

Yet remains the truth: 
your thumb leaves sore skin on my knuckles. 
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Part III: Ascend 

You 

Add mountains to life 
without taking away a  
single blade of grass 
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Mountaintop Vista  

Once you have visited the top of the mountain 
and beheld it’s glory with a deep inhalation of your breath  
you will want to visit it every day, to see 
how the river wares away the bank, 
or how the flowers bow towards the sun with every millimetre of growth. 
On top of the mountain you will never feel alone. 
Nature sits with you and soothes your soul. 
But on some days you will have to descend  
in the knowledge that come day break  
you will make it only to sit on that first peak 
where Nature’s power does not quite reach. 
Solitary you will sit. 
Here, you will feel your muscles relax 
and your brain will process  
the beauty of that summit view. 
You will breathe the air and feel even the corners of your lungs 
expand. 
A glance to your left will show the sign PATH CLOSED 
and with the deepest sigh you will long for higher ground. 
Rest easy.  
Let the knowledge that the world exists one thousand feet above your head 
bring you comfort. 
For one day you will ascend again  
and although you might find the scene much changed on the surface 
its transformation will allow for the water to run through new channels in the soil 
and for plants of next season to grow 
from the same land as before. 
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Surface 

And when I’m drowning  
I’ve never wished for someone to keep me afloat, just remind me that I know how to swim.  
Because I feel like the waves crash a little too close together sometimes  
and even though I can paddle strong against the tide  
the seaweed tangles around my ankles.  
Salt water might not open skin  
but the sting of flesh hit by rocks of old seas is an unwelcome accompaniment to the process  
of cleansing your wounds.  
I accept my insignificance in the ocean  
and the sheer power of its love affair with the moon creates an unyielding adversary.  
I wasn’t born with gills like others.  
I must dwell on the surface where the ripples grow large from drops of rain.  
But with my head above the water,  
by the time I reach the other side,  
I will have seen birds and land and boats and skies  
that those swimming smoothly in the comfort of underwater arenas can only but imagine.  
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Fallen Tree 

It happens on brisk winter hills 
where dampened hands turn to unfavourable partners clad in sun-deprived stone.  
Where the wind whips not round you but creates tunnels of you 
and through you she flies. 

Dust unsettled reunites with the floor; 
makes way for new structures. 
Unvirginal hearts regain innocence in honesty. 
Icy rains transform 
now cold showers on your inner perspiration 
cleanliness. 

To see the beauty of greys, 
earth browns,  
mossy greens 
requires no glasses 
but a bare, unmarred face 
gained only by standing and permitting the force of the gale 
blushed and beige wiped clean 
allow eyes to weep 
emotionless.  
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Petal 

Do you berate the poinsettia for not appearing amongst the daisies? 
Freedom; the spirit of summer used to create chains 
Then use the bloodstain on the dead of winter 
to bring colour to the corpse of the year. 

Note the dark black stain on the petal  
do not question its place 
it fits 
it is beautiful. 
It has grown of itself 
an autonomous decision to break the surface of the soil  
and when the time comes 
for its petals to fall  
it will allow them to nourish the space around its stalk 
in preparation  
for a more beautiful bloom  
next year. 
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